SOLUTION OVERVIEW

SUPPLIER INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Centralize your supplier information, increase collaboration
with your partners, and manage community initiatives

Supplier Information
Management
Do you have centralized, real-time knowledge of your
supplier community? Keeping up-to-date supplier
information for your whole community may involve
costly manual processes. If you have less than 100%
confidence in your supplier information then undergoing
initiatives with your supply chain community, taking
steps to mitigate business or operational risks, or
experiencing disruptions can be painful. The strongest
supply chains use supplier information management to
their advantage, protecting against disruption and risk
while enabling greater collaboration.

BENEFITS OF SUPPLIER
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
• Create a centralized, real-time source of your

supplier information, including contacts, B2B
capabilities, performance, and compliance
• Reduce your manual processes and costs

for supplier management
• Enable your partners to manage their profile

information and receive customized alerts
or updates
• Communicate and conduct surveys with

your partners more efficiently
• Gain insight into your performance-affecting

supply chain disruptions
• Leverage supplier information to mitigate

your business and operational risk
• Collaborate with your community

Consider the amount of information in your supply chain. Think of your whole community
of suppliers and consider the following questions for each partner:
•

Who is the main contact person? Who are the other contacts and what
are their roles?

•

How can they be reached? How current is their contact information?

•

What B2B solutions does the company use? What are their products or services?
Who are their other partners?

•

What certifications do they hold? Are they compliant?

for compliance, transparency, and
sustainability initiatives

Supplier information encompasses all of the above answers and especially all of the details
in between. Supplier information management adds processes and tools to ensure that
breadth of your supplier data is centralized and up-to-date, giving your company the ability
to collaborate effectively with your supply chain community.
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Supplier information management is critical for executing strategic
initiatives relating to your supplier community such as regulatory
compliance, green/efficiency standards and supplier chain transparency. It’s also essential to detecting and avoiding disruption in
your supply chain.

Reactive vs Proactive Supply Chains
A proactive supply chain is effectively managed by the hub. It stays
ahead of oncoming regulations, market demands, and disruptions.
Even for unexpected incidents it reacts swiftly and efficiently to mitigate business or operational risks. In contrast, a reactive supply
chain struggles to respond to new regulations and disruptions. They
also experience difficulty in mitigating business or operational risk
due to insufficient supplier information management.

“Typical supplier
management costs
can range from $585
to just under $1,000
per supplier.”
GARTNER/AMR RESEARCH

Most hubs have some form of supplier information but the strongest ones have a commitment to managing supplier information
that allows them to collaborate more quickly and efficiently on
community initiatives, risk mitigation, and disruptions.

Community Initiatives
Collaborating with suppliers is quickly becoming necessary for
many organizational initiatives. Regulations and external groups
may compel some of the initiatives but others may be strategic and
come straight from your chief executive officer or your customers. In either case, supplier information management provides the
foundation for easier collaboration.
•

Complying with Regulations: Firms must be prepared to
communicate and survey their supply chains in accordance
with regulations such Dodd-Frank (see story at right).

•

Increasing Transparency: More companies are anticipating
consumer demands for transparency and many are even going
further to promote supply chain partners to their customers.

•

Aligning with Sustainability Initiatives: Fostering sustainability
and efficiency within an organization can help the balance
sheet while promoting global citizenship; so it’s not surprising
that some companies are extending such initiatives to their
supply chain.

Mitigating Business and Operational Risk
In order to swiftly and efficiently undertake initiatives to mitigate
the business and operational risks in the supply chain, firms need
accurate and up-to-date supplier information. Seven of the more
popular trends in mitigating risk with successful supplier information
management are addressed below.

REPORTING ON CONFLICT MINERALS WITH
SUPPLIER INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
In July 2010, U.S. Congress passed the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act,
aiming to deter civil conflict and human rights
violations in key countries such as the Democratic
Republic of Congo. The first reporting deadline
passed in May 2014 and many technology,
industrial, and CPG companies faced key challenges
in reporting to the SEC.
Most challenges involved supplier information.
For instance, companies needed up-to-date contact
information to send their reporting templates.
But then some companies received no response
from their direct and sub-tier suppliers. Even with
a response, information was often incomplete
or inaccurate.

•

Near Shoring: Due to the strain of international logistics,
firms sought to shorten their logistics networks by identifying
and moving to sourcing locations much closer to their home
markets.

Supplier information management can better
automate the process for reporting on conflict
minerals, as well as other surveys, for companies
moving forward. Regardless of the regulations, some
companies have acknowledged that their consumers
are demanding such transparency. For companies in
Europe, regulations that are currently optional are
expected to become mandatory.

•

Establishing a ‘Global Plant Floor’: This can be considered the
multiple eggs, multiple baskets approach. Manufacturing firms,
in particular, are adding alternative production locations to
spread the risk and reduce the effects of losing one plant.

For more information please visit:
www.gxs.com/conflictminerals

•

Shifting Production to New Locations: Even though some
companies stay put after major disruptions and reinforce the
location from further incidents, others are adding locations to
avoid the risk altogether.
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Mapping Supply Chains: How many firms know every single
partner involved in their supply chain? Many manufacturers
are mapping out the entire supply chains to help locate
weaknesses and identify key partners.
Introducing Dual Sourcing Strategies: One of the simplest
ways that companies have added resilience to their supply
chain is in identifying alternative sources for materials, parts,
and components. Quick access to alternative sources helps
minimize any disruption to production or sales.

•

Implementing Control Towers: Many firms are creating
centralized locations to closely monitor their supply chainrelated transactions and activities. Some firms have even seen
their control towers become crisis management centers after
experiencing disruptions from natural disasters.

•

Appointing a Business Continuity Manager: Similar to the
centralized responsibility of control towers, the business
continuity manager is becoming a central point of contact,
responsible for steering their company through disruption.

Mitigating Disruption
One recent study acknowledged that more than 200 types of disruption can affect supply chains—particularly those that are more global.
Supplier information management plays a critical role in even knowing
the disruptions affecting your supply chain. It also helps enterprises
undergo changes within their respective organizations and communities to better avoid those disruptions.

Role of Supplier Information Management
The right supplier information management solution can help your
company achieve effective collaboration with your community. It can
bring efficiency by ensuring that your supplier data is accurate and
up-to-date while providing secure access to your internal stakeholders. It can also replace your existing manual processes such as building spreadsheets, filling-in manual score cards, or filing paper reports
for supplier information.

It’s important to consider a few things when searching for the right supplier information management solution for your enterprise:

STORE CENTRALIZED
INFORMATION

COLLABORATE
WITH SUPPLIERS

MANAGE
COMPANY INITIATIVES

• Does it allow secure
access with a single,
shared view across
your organization?

• Does it organize your
community according
to attributes such
as capabilities
and certifications?

• Can it mirror
your organization
and community
processes?

• Can it add or extract
supplier information
and does it have
API integration?
• Does it customize and
configure fields as
needed for company
and contact-specific
information?

• Can it enable surveying
of your community
and automatically
populate profiles based
on results?
• Does it help you track
suppliers with reporting
and alerts?
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your existing
onboarding
processes?
• Can it monitor
supplier activity
with real-time
information?
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OpenText Active Community
OpenText Active Community offers a fully-hosted solution to enable your company with effective supplier information management.
Unify all of your partner information in a single comprehensive supplier directory and ensure that your data is secure yet accessible to
authorized parties. Gain efficiency in your collaboration with partners with more accurate, up-to-date contact information and easy-touse communications tools. Also, configure Active Community to match your current onboarding procedures, workflow processes, and
community initiatives.

ACTIVE COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
VALIDATION
VISABILITY

SECURITY

YOUR PROCESSES
PROCESSES
YOUR COM PANY
YOUR ENTERPRISE
SYSTEMS

EXECUTIVE
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CONTRACT
MANUFACTURERS

LEGAL &
COMPLIANCE

ONBOARDING

B2B RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT

COMPLIANCE
CSR & RISK

REGISTRATION
WORKFLOW

PERFORMANCE
& MONITORING

DISPUTE & ISSUE
MANAGEMENT

SOURCING &
PROCUREMENT

AUTOMATION
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COMMUNICATIONS
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CONTRACT
MANUFACTURERS
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Comprehensive Supplier Directory
Create, customize, supplement, and update your supplier information in a single secure supplier directory with OpenText Active
Community. If you want to leverage your existing ERP investments you can build or supplement supplier profiles through integration with ERP systems such as SAP® and Oracle® . Configure
your supplier directory with customizable fields for company and
contact-specific information to match your existing requirements.
Further organize your data with easy-to-use features like subcommunities, tags, and divisions.
Replace manual processes and keep your supplier information
up-to-date in an efficient manner with Active Community. Enable
self-service and allow your partners to manage their own profile
information via web or email. With self-service you can boost
productivity and also maintain accuracy through notification features
to inform personnel of newly added, edited, or deleted data. Add
stakeholders with confidence by maintaining data governance of
your information with field-level permissions, change alerts, subcommunity controls, and data masking. With a centralized directory
in Active Community you can ensure everyone in your company has
appropriate access to one single source of truth.

Query all of your partners with Active Community

Communications and Management
Collaborate with your suppliers through easy-to-use communications tools in OpenText Active Community. Send and collect notifications, documents, and surveys with confidence in your supplier
contact information. Before sending, quickly find subsets of your
partners with queries such as “all suppliers who can receive an
electronic purchase order in the EDI 4010 standard” or “all suppliers that are CPSIA-compliant.” Those results can be saved for later
use or compiled for a report to share with stakeholders. Keep your
communications personalized with quick mail-merge options for
emails. For critical business initiatives, you can mandate replies, set
automated reminders, and link additional activities to execute workflow for your suppliers. Stay informed on your community projects
with customizable alerts and reports.
In addition to more efficiently communicating with your suppliers,
you can more easily initiate and manage projects for compliance,
sustainability, and transparency across your supply chain. With
Active Community you can track progress with customer reports
and dashboards. Also conduct online surveys and automatically
populate results to reduce risk and ensure that your suppliers are
compliant with business and regulatory requirements.

Match your existing registration processes in Active Community

Align to Existing Requirements
and Processes
Use the customization and workflow features in OpenText Active
Community to match the existing requirements and processes
of your company. Even your most complicated supplier information approval processes—with a veritable smorgasbord of steps,
approvals, and notifications—can be automated using a flexible
yet powerful workflow tool in Active Community. Enable multiple
layers of approvers, set up return workflows, and stay notified at
each stage with alerts, reminders, and customizable reports.
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